CanCer InformatICs 2015: 14(s2) four treatment regimens using pre-specified rules. The rules for actionability were derived from literature documentation and previous reporting in the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC) database 10 and evidence of functional effects for loss-of-function genes. 9 The treatment for which a mutation is actionable is based on the mechanism of action of the drug or drug combination in the treatment. Patients whose tumors contain at least one actionable mutation are randomized to either the actionable study treatment prospectively identified to work on that mutation/pathway or a control arm consisting of one of the other treatments.
Clinical trials of this type are operationally complex, requi ring a new tumor biopsy that is rapidly shipped to a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)-accredited molecular characterization laboratory for application of an analytically validated DNA sequencing assay, development of a computational pipeline for detecting genomic variants, annotation of the variants to determine the actionable mutations, complex informed consent and randomization procedures, and documentation of the sequencing findings in the medical record. An informatics system is required for such clinical trials to enable the translation of clinical grade NGS data into clinically meaningful information in a short time frame. The informatics system also serves as a communication hub linking the sequencing lab, the treatment selection oversight team, and the clinic team. In addition to the upstream bioinformatics pipeline for raw data processing and sequence alignment, the system must have the ability to quickly annotate the sequencing data, predict the functional impact of mutations, and match the detected mutation to the pre-identified genomic changes in tumors found in previous studies (ie, the actionable mutations of interest). The informatics hub should translate the mutation finding from a sequencing result into a concise and easy-to-read actionable report for the treatment selection oversight team in a timely manner. This must occur before the team submits the mutation summary to the informatics system, which then assigns patients to different arms based on their detected mutations and a randomization table. The system also collects and stores patient data, including response data for prior therapies, that are required to evaluate eligibility of each treatment in the study and assist the treatment selection team and the clinic team in the development of a treatment plan. Finally, the system is required to make both sequencing data and clinical response data available to statisticians who are able to evaluate whether there is any improvement in response rate or progressionfree survival (PFS) favoring assignment of therapy based on genetic sequencing and to determine which actionable mutation-treatment pairs lead to improved patient outcome.
We have developed an informatics system (GeneMed) that fulfills the tasks required by the MPACT clinical trial for guiding treatment based on sequencing information from patient's tumors. Here we first report the GeneMed system design and functionality of each component within the system. We then discuss the philosophy of system development that made completion of a reliable working system feasible in a short time frame, the challenges in development process, limitations of the system, and our plans for future extensions of the system. system design and Architecture working groups for the MPAct trial. There are four groups of people who work on the MPACT trial. The tasks of these groups are as follows: Each group can only access data related to the assigned task of the group. For example, staff in lab group can only access sequence data but not patient clinical data, while members in clinic group can only access patient clinic information but not sequence data before the patient is delinked.
workflow and communication among different working groups for the MPAct trial. It is necessary that the four groups work collaboratively in an enterprise environment to coordinate and accomplish the tasks required by the MPACT trial. The workflow and communications among different user groups are shown in Figure 1 , where all major tasks for each working group are sequentially ordered from top to bottom.
When a new patient enters the trial, a member of the clinic group accesses the GeneMed system and registers the patient using the clinical trial assigned patient ID (protocol ID). Some basic demographic information for this patient is entered into the system. The patient's tumor biopsy sample will be collected and delivered to the molecular characterization lab.
The lab receives the sample and performs the sequencing assay using the Ion Torrent PGM sequencer (Life Technologies) with the custom MPACT AmpliSeq panel. The raw data are then processed on a server in the lab using a bioinformatics pipeline for sequence alignment and variant calling. A file containing the variants in VCF (variant call format) is generated after sequence alignment and quality control. At this point, the lab member goes into the GeneMed system and uploads the VCF file. The GeneMed system stores the VCF file, automatically performs annotation of each variant, and makes functional predictions for each non-synonymous mutation. The assay for the MPACT trial is a targeted amplicon-based sequencing assay. Most of the amplicons are located entirely within exonic regions. The MPACT clinic trial only focuses on non-synonymous mutations. A variant is considered actionable if the detected genomic alteration is in the predefined aMOI list or if the alteration meets one of the predefined actionability rules. The date and user name of the submission is recorded, and an email is sent to the sequencing lab indicating a new variant file has been processed and is ready for review. After receiving the email notice, the lab reviewer logs into the GeneMed system and begins the manual reviewing process following a documented standard operating procedure. The reviewer checks and assigns a review status of either approved or rejected to each variant identified as aMOI by the GeneMed system. The reviewer rejects aMOI calls if the variant allele frequency (VAF) is less than 5% for single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and less than 15% for short insertions or deletions (indels) or if the variant has been identified as being out of the reportable range (OORR) of the assay. If the read depth (RD) of the variant is less than 450, or, the variant is within or immediately adjacent to a homo-polymeric region, or the variant creates an insertional tandem repeat, the variant is required to be verified by Sanger sequencing to be approved.
Once the lab review is completed, the review statuses for all aMOIs of the patient are entered into GeneMed. The system will send an email to the treatment selection team to inform them that the patient's clinical data and sequencing data are ready for their evaluation prior to submitting the mutation summary report that triggers the GeneMed system for the treatment assignment.
The treatment selection oversight team members log into GeneMed and look up the patient's aMOI report and also the patient's clinical data for treatment-specific ineligibilities and prior therapies. They go to the mutation summary page to fill in the summary report form. This provides physician oversight to the treatment selection process analogous to tumor boards used in settings in which decisions are made for individual cases in a non-algorithmic manner. The rules governing genomic profiling, definitions of actionable mutations, and treatment arms are all predefined in the study protocol. The rules also cover how treatments are selected in cases with multiple actionable variants. Patients whose tumors contain an actionable variant are randomized 2:1 to receive the treatment targeting the deregulated pathways.
After the mutation summary report is issued by the treatment selection team, the GeneMed system assigns the patient to either an experimental arm or a control arm, based on a precalculated randomization design table. An email is then sent to the clinic team to inform them that the treatment information for the patient is available on the GeneMed system. The treating physician goes into GeneMed to obtain the treatment for that patient. The patient is then treated with the designated treatment. During the trial, the clinic team updates the treatment report on the clinical information page to document the treatment response data.
The clinic team is initially blinded to the sequencing assay report. To share the sequencing results upfront would break the randomization blind and endanger the validity of the randomized comparison, since patients might preferentially drop out or be taken off the control arm prior to evaluation of the primary endpoints of disease progression and tumor response. At disease progression, the sequencing results will be shared with the patient and the treating physician.
In the MPACT trial, research-grade whole-exome sequencing will be subsequently performed for all patients once they are off-study. Since the whole-exome sequencing will not be done in a CLIA lab, the sample identification must be delinked from the patient's clinical ID. There are three steps for the delinking process: a member of the clinic team initiates the delinking request via the GeneMed system, the study principal investigator receives the notice from the GeneMed system and issues approval after determining that the patient is ready to be delinked, and a second notice will be sent to the lab chief who will be the person to complete the delinking process. All research specimens will be relabeled with the new ID; the research lab does not keep any record that can be linked to the original patient ID. When the lab has completed the delinking process, the lab chief goes back to the GeneMed system to confirm the delinking. At that point, all records of the clinical ID will be automatically scrubbed from GeneMed and replaced with the new ID in all database tables.
During the trial, the biostatisticians can log into the GeneMed system to get the updated patient response data and sequencing data once the patient has progressed or is offstudy. In addition, a separate clinical database will exist outside of GeneMed, which will remain coded by the clinical ID. The statisticians can make interim and final clinical outcome analyses, as defined in the protocol, of the effectiveness of the genomic matching strategy overall for each treatment, using this separate database.
Functional modules in GeneMed system. Our goal was to build a reliable, effective, and easy-to-use bioinformatics system that could provide a seamless bridge between the sequencing lab, the clinic group, and the treatment selection team in real time. We had to develop such a system with limited resources and a tight time schedule for development, multi-tier testing, and implementation. We also wanted the system to be extensible to a larger number of drugs, genes, and clinical sites. We critically reviewed the functions that were suggested for the system, prioritized those considered to be the essential tasks that the system must perform, and selected those of the highest priority that we felt could be accomplished within the time frame and limited resources. Given the assigned tasks and workflow in the MPACT clinical trial as described above, we compartmentalized the design into several functional modules, each having its own special features and functionality (Fig. 2) . Each working group was given system permission to be able to access required modules according to the defined tasks (Fig. 2) . At the same time, the design provides mechanisms for seamless communication among different working groups. There are eight functional modules in the GeneMed system as follows: 2). When uploading the variant file, the system uses the combination of the patient ID and the sample ID (ie, the VCF file name) as the unique identifier. FAO is defined as flow evaluator alternate allele observations and is an integer vector with the number of elements equal to the number of different non-reference bases recorded at the position, and FRO is defined as flow evaluator reference allele observations in the VCF file generated from the Ion Torrent bioinformatics pipeline. Figure 4 shows the diagram for the workflow in the data upload and annotation module. The first step is to parse the variant with multiple changes in ALT (alternate non-reference alleles) field and split the field into lines with a single record in the ALT field.
For variant i among the total of N mutations detected at a given position, we define the RD and the VAF to be calculated as follows: also for the de novo somatic mutations detected by our assay. It also annotates the variants if they are present in dbSNP and annotates the matching rs ID. Those non-synonymous variants are then annotated if they are found in the BIOBASE human gene mutation database (HGMD). 13 In addition, all homopolymer regions within the amplicons have been annotated, and a variant is marked with the length of the homopolymer region if the reported position is within 1 bp of any homopolymer region. The next step is to annotate the predicted effect of all variants in the VCF file. This step uses the SnpEff variant annotation and effect prediction tool. 11 The output will annotate all variants as either synonymous or non-synonymous and the predicted amino acid change.
All non-synonymous variants are then further annotated with the Sift prediction algorithm. 12 The Sift algorithm is incorporated into GeneMed so that the system can perform functional predictions not only for known polymorphisms but
The variants are finally compared to a table of aMOIs containing about 380 unique mutations that have been curated for the trial. These mutations, including SNVs and insertion/ deletion variants (indels), are known to be somatically altered in solid tumors based on recent scientific and clinical literature. The observed variants are marked if they match a variant in the aMOI table with the exact COSMIC ID. If a variant results in a novel stop codon or frame shift (including loss of start codon ATG) in a gene in which a loss of function is predicted to cause the patient to be sensitive to at least one of the study treatments, then that variant will also be marked as actionable.
4. Lab review module: used by the sequencing lab to review each aMOI. The lab reviewer can assign four different review statuses to each aMOI: review approved, reviewed with question, reviewed rejected, and not reviewed yet. A screen shot of the review edit form is shown in Figure 5 . When the lab review has been completed, an email will be sent to the treatment selection team to notify them that the report is ready for their review. 5. Mutation summary module: used by the treatment selection team. One of the team members will log into the GeneMed system to complete the summary form (Fig. 6 ). There are four questions that need to be addressed before GeneMed proceeds with the patient randomization. The first question is whether any actionable mutations have been detected? If yes, the team will select targetable pathways, potential targeted treatments, and appropriate control treatments. A Comment field is available for entering reasons or further explanation. Once the mutation summary is submitted by one of the treatment selection team members, GeneMed begins to randomize the patients to either the experimental arm, to receive a treatment designed to address that defect, or to the control arm, to receive a treatment from the complementary set, within the trial's currently available treatment options. If more than one actionable mutation is identified, the patient will be assigned to a randomization stratum that has the least number of patients already observed with variants in that pathway. Patients randomized to the control arm will be assigned to the treatment that best maintains the match of treatment proportions between the two arms. The treatment assignment process has been carefully devised to enable blinding the patient and the treating physician to whether the patient has been assigned to the experimental arm or to the control arm. 6. Treatment option module: the clinic group uses this module to get the treatment option after the GeneMed system completes the treatment assignment. The treating physicians are blinded to which arm the patient is assigned during the trial to avoid potential biases. 7. Patient sequencing report module: accessible to the clinic group and the biostatistics group only after the patient has progressed on the assigned therapy or comes offstudy for other reasons (Fig. 7A) . The aMOI detected by sequencing will be reported in a format shown in Figure 7A . The patient ID and sample ID are shown on the top right of the table. Each row represents a variant that has been identified as one of the actionable mutations for the MPACT trial, which has been confirmed by lab review. For each variant, we report the gene symbol for location of variant with links to the COSMIC website on that gene. The gene type indicates whether this gene has been classified as a gain of function or loss of function gene for the study. Each gene is predefined in one of the three pathways studied in the MPACT trial. The drug field lists the drug(s) assigned for the specific pathway in this trial. Impact field is the functional impact of the variant predicted by SnpEff. The Sift prediction creates two fields: the first is Sift score, which is the normalized probability that the amino acid change is tolerated; the second is Sift prediction for each non-synonymous variant and is either "damaging" if the score is 0.05 or "tolerated" if the score is 0.05. COSMIC id and links to COSMIC database as well as dbSNP id and links to NCBI SNP database are also listed. If the variant is in the HGMD database, a link under HGMD field is provided Figure 7B . The canonical transcript IDs are also shown in the report table to provide the isoform information. The report table can be transferred to an excel spreadsheet by clicking the export to excel button at the right bottom of the table. 8. Patient ID delinking module: This module uses three steps described in the workflow to replace the patient protocol ID with a randomly generated ID once the patient figure 5 . the edit page for lab review module. the reviewer can assign review status with options shown in the pull down box.
is off-study. The research nurse, the physician, and the lab chief are the parties involved in the delinking process. Implementation of GeneMed system. The GeneMed system has been designed, developed, and managed by the Biometric Research Branch in the Division of Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis of the NCI. It is hosted and supported by the Center for Biomedical Informatics and Information Technology (CBIIT) in the NCI. There are four layers in the system development pipeline, ie, development tier, QA tier, staging tier, and production tier, attached by its own database server. The GeneMed system is operating under the Redhat Linux OS version 5.8. MySQL (v5.1.48) is used as the backend database. There are 19 MySQL tables in total for the GeneMed system. Details of the database tables are listed in Supplementary Table 1 . The web client interface pages are written in html, CSS, and JavaScript. The backend programs are written using Perl. Java (version 1.6.0_18) is installed as pre-requirement to run the annotation software SnpEff (version 3.4i, released Jan 16, 2014, downloaded from http://sourceforge.net/projects/snpeff/files/). Sift version 5.0.2 is used as the functional prediction tool (downloaded from http://sift.bii.a-star.edu.sg/). In order to authenticate users and control access to the GeneMed system, SiteMinder and SSL are installed to enable the secure delivery of essential information and applications via secure single sign-on. For data quality control purposes, several applications have been developed or set up to monitor the database information transaction and user access and error history on a daily basis.
discussion
There have been several efforts to build NGS annotation and reporting systems for clinical applications. For example, the figure 6. the web interface for the treatment selection team to submit a mutation summary report.
Clinical Genomicist Workstation (CGW) was developed by Washington University Genomic and Pathology Services to support sequencing data tracking and reporting for pathologists.
14 SeqReporter was developed by the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center to automate NGS results interpretation and workflow reporting in a clinical molecular lab. 15 The KDI system was developed and reported recently for the SHIVA clinical trial at Institut Curie. 16 Compared to other systems, the GeneMed system integrates the lab review feature and can automatically perform patient randomization based on mutation information for targeted genes. In addition, Gene Med can perform live functional prediction on both known polymorphisms and de novo somatic mutations detected by the assay. Each step or team requires a short amount of time when the required documents or information are ready. The CPU time for data upload and annotation is less than two minutes. The lab team requires 5-10 minutes to review the variant report, and the clinic team requires 10-15 minutes to enter the clinical information. After the treatment selection team reaches an agreement (usually less than half a day), one of the members submits the mutation summary in GeneMed. The treatment assignment is done by the system simultaneously after the mutation summary is submitted. GeneMed is a unique web-based informatics system that connects NGS technology to precision medicine applications in real time and addresses the complex requirements imposed by a sequencing-guided randomized clinical trial.
Current and future development of GeneMed is directed at making the system more easily generalized to other clinical trial applications. Changes include uploading VCF files having different formats, adding additional drugs during the trial, creating a user-friendly rule generator for aMOI calls, and automating the lab review process by using predefined criteria.
Currently, the GeneMed system only supports variant files generated from Life Technologies' Torrent Suite versions 3.2 and 4.0. With rapid updates of the sequencing software, formats of the VCF files are expected to undergo significant changes. Enhancements will make it compatible with VCF files containing version changes for the same variant caller software as well as VCF files generated by systems from other popular bioinformatics pipelines. Sequencing-based clinical trials are dynamic discovery trials; adding a new drug may happen during the trial as more drugs become available. Adding a new drug potentially means that more genes and pathways will be involved in the data annotation and treatment assignment. The GeneMed system is being made more flexible so that software changes are not necessary when a new drug is added; the users can easily update the backend tables of genes, pathways, and aMOIs. The treatment assignment will also be automatically adjusted without changing the backend code. There are many rule-based clinical trials for targeted therapy being launched similar to MPACT. Different trials mean different rules for defining aMOIs and treatment assignment. Even during a trial, a rule could be modified. A user-friendly rule generator is needed so that the end user can create, modify, or delete rules for defining aMOIs using the client-side user interface. Adaptive rules for adding or dropping treatments can be built in easily at the user end.
The GeneMed system has been running successfully at the NIH Clinical Center and the NCI Division of Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis' tumor characterization laboratory since January 2014. As of October 15, 2014, 37 patients have been enrolled on the MPACT trial. Among them, tumors from 17 patients contain at least one actionable mutation. NCI is planning to expand the MPACT trial to multiple cancer centers by the end of 2014. An optional correlative imaging study to correlate CT/MRI image phenotypic features with genomic data is under development via linking the imaging database to GeneMed system. We believe the GeneMed system could be used as a prototype of an informatics hub for coordinating NGS data in other personalized genome-based medicine clinical trials.
